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GFT a finalist in 2021-22 Cloud Awards
Global Cloud Computing Awards Programme Makes Shortlist Announcement

■
■

GFT is a finalist in The Cloud Awards
The company has been shortlisted in the category Best Cloud Consultancy or MSP.

Stuttgart – 16 December 2021 – GFT has been declared a finalist this week in the international
cloud computing awards program, The Cloud Awards.
Now in its tenth year, The Cloud Awards seeks to identify, promote, and celebrate innovation in cloud
computing. The awards program welcomes global entrants from organisations of any scale.
GFT has been shortlisted in the category Best Cloud Consultancy or MSP.
Alpesh Tailor, Executive Director Global Cloud Business Unit, GFT said: “The Cloud Awards is the
foremost recognition platform for the cloud computing industry. This award is incredibly useful for
companies to find the best possible partner for their cloud journey.”
Head of Operations for the Cloud Awards, James Williams, said: “GFT is a clear example of an
organisation using innovative technologies to achieve excellence – and, most importantly, provide
value to its clients.
“After a decade of identifying and celebrating leading figures in the cloud sector, The Cloud Awards
team is still unearthing new and remarkable uses of cloud technology. In the best examples, these
innovations unlock transformative business practices and efficiencies. These celebrated organisations
and individual innovators continue to disrupt existing markets and create new ones.
“The Cloud Awards team has a difficult time ahead marking out the organizations and business
leaders at the very pinnacle of the stratum of excellence represented by today’s shortlist
announcement. Those final winners will be announced in the New Year.
Hundreds of organisations entered, with entries coming from across the globe, covering the Americas,
Australia, Europe and the Middle East. You can view the full shortlist here: https://www.cloudawards.com/2021-shortlist/.
Final winners will be announced on Tuesday 8 February 2022.
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